Diaphragm Seals

**TYPE 1009 GAUGES ATTACHED TO SEALS**

Ashcroft offers 2½” and 3½” Type 1009 gauges attached to diaphragm seals. We do not offer 63mm and 100mm Type 1008S gauges with diaphragm seals. The reason is when a gauge and seal are attached, rezero and spanning takes place during the calibration process. During production, we must have access to the dial, pointer, and span adjust screw. The Type 1009 product line has a removable ring that allows easy access during and after calibration while the Type 1008S product line has a crimped non-removable ring that makes adjustment impossible.

Field recalibration can be done on a Type 1009 seal assembly but not Type 1008S.

**SHOWN:**
2½” Type 1009 gauge attached to Type 310 mini-seal.
Note: Any diaphragm seal may be used.